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Abstract
We describe a minimalist methodology to develop usage-based recommender systems for
multimedia digital libraries. A prototype recommender system based on this strategy was
implemented for the Open Video Project, a digital library of videos that are freely available for
download. Sequential patterns of video retrievals are extracted from the project’s web
download logs and analyzed to generate a network of video relationships. A spreading
activation algorithm locates video recommendations by searching for associative paths
connecting query-related videos. We evaluate the performance of the resulting system relative
to an item-based collaborative ﬁltering technique operating on user proﬁles extracted from the
same log data.
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1. Introduction
Recommender systems can provide highly valuable services for large-scale Digital
Libraries (DLs) (Smeaton and Callan, 2001); they aid users in ﬁnding relevant
information and simulate an important social dimension of information seeking
behavior (Twidale et al., 1997) namely that of users advising other users. This
functionality becomes even more important where multimedia collections are
concerned. We have all experienced the frustration of searching for a song whose
‘‘metadata’’ or ‘‘content’’ such as the title, author name or lyrics has eluded us, and
then resorting to whistling fragments (Hu and Dannenberg, 2002) to confused record
store clerks.
In spite of the increasing prevalence of DLs which store large-scale, mixed
multimedia collections, retrieval and recommender systems for such DLs have
remained quite rare even though this is where they seem to matter most. This
situation may result from the lack of text content or rich metadata often associated
with multimedia documents. Traditional information retrieval (IR) methods are
largely dependent upon term indexing (Grossmman and Frieder, 1998) and thus
have little applicability to multimedia collections unless metadata is generated by
human indexers or image analysis techniques (Sun et al., 2003; Shyu et al., 2003),
procedures which can be prohibitively expensive for large collections (Ioannou et al.,
2000).
The Open Video Project (www.open-video.org) is a prime example of this
issue. The Open Video DL provides access to a large collection of MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and QuickTime formatted videos that are freely available
for download. Although the videos have descriptive metadata, it is mostly
manually generated and seldom describes a video’s rich content and structure.
Users can search on video title, abstract, description, type, format and numerous
other metadata ﬁelds, but this represents a highly restricted interface to
discover resources in a highly heterogeneous collection of videos. A recommender
service that aids users to discover videos similar in content to the ones they
or others appreciate would be highly valued both by Open Video users and its
creators.
Due to the limited availability of text content and metadata, recommender
services for commercial multimedia collections, e.g. amazon.com, are commonly
implemented by employing Collaborative Filtering (CF) systems. CF was introduced in the early 1990s as a simulation of word-of-mouth recommendations
(Shardanand and Maes, 1995) and has found widespread applications in commercial
systems (Konstan et al., 1997; Schafer et al., 1999). Rather than operating on
document text content or metadata, CF systems issue recommendations on the basis
of previously stored user proﬁles which may consist of past purchases or submitted product ratings. First, user similarities are determined on the basis of
whether users have similar proﬁles, i.e. whether they purchased similar items or
submitted similar ratings. Second, recommendations are generated for an individual
user by selecting items that are present in the proﬁles of similar users, but
absent from their own. This procedure amounts to being recommended a
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particular album by friends whose record collections indicate they have similar
musical tastes.
CF variations have been proposed on the basis of hybrid systems which employ
text matching techniques (Torres et al., 2004) and Latent Semantic Indexing
to uncover prototypical user interest proﬁles and user communities (Hofmann,
2004). Sarwar et al. (2000, 2001) propose to determine item, rather than user
similarities, from user proﬁles and apply this data to item recommendations. Nevertheless, a feature characterizing most CF systems is that they operate
on representations of user behavior patterns, and therefore do not require text
content or metadata and are therefore applicable to heterogeneous multimedia
collections.
CF systems have proven widely applicable in commercial settings, but there
exist a number of issues which hamper their deployment in large, multimedia
DLs:
Privacy expectations. Unlike commercial or retail services, many DLs operate
under stringent privacy requirements. Most DLs are deliberately not instrumented to
record user proﬁles containing user names, addresses, preferences, credit card
numbers or a history of past access patterns. For example, many DLs maintained by
the U.S. Government are prohibited from collecting data about individual download
behavior, cf. The Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. y 552a. In addition, some DLs have
recently adopted policies to destroy individual user records to prevent later analysis
for law enforcement purposes (McFall and Schneider, 2003).
Lack of persistent profiles. DL user interests, particularly with regards to
multimedia content, are highly ephemeral. They are not so much focused on stable
interests than short-lived information needs. A DL user may continuously shift roles
and interests over the course of a day, e.g. download personal literature before work
and professional books for the remainder of the day. Systematically maintained user
proﬁles may be confounded by such behavior.
User resistance. In the absence of monetary transactions or speciﬁcally targeted
user functions (e.g. calendars), users can be reluctant to register and login (Bishop,
1998).
These characteristics require an approach which relies less on the registration of
stable user proﬁles as is common in CF research, and more on the use of aggregated,
short-lived, anonymous access patterns. To address these issues, we combined two
frameworks, namely document relationship mining from DL logs and Spreading
Activation (SA) recommendations to produce video recommendations for a
multimedia DL. This methodology comprises three stages. First, DL logs and
metadata are harvested by means of manual or automated transfer. The DL logs
record anonymous user document downloads that occurred within a given
period of time. Metadata for that set of documents is harvested via the OV Project’s
OAI-PMH (Van de Sompel et al., 2002) interface. Second, an analysis module
derives document co-downloads from the pair-wise sequences of video downloads
and uses these to generate a video relationship matrix. Third, a recommender
module issues SA recommendations using the generated document relationship
matrix.
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2. Log analysis
The proposed method of log analysis is geared toward the derivation of document
relationships from temporally ordered pairs of downloads. As such it deviates from
traditional association rule data mining which is geared towards the detection of
item associations from ‘‘baskets’’ of user purchases. We will brieﬂy discuss the
particular algorithm we applied to the generation of video relationships from the
anonymous Open Video download logs.
2.1. General principles
User document downloads do not necessarily indicate a stable, continued interest
which can be used to build a reliable user proﬁle. For example, online holiday
shopping for your teenage nieces and nephews can inject ‘‘interests’’ into your proﬁle
that you might not enjoy year-round. Furthermore, as discussed, recording such
proﬁles is practically and legally impossible for many DLs.
Therefore, we make the minimal assumption that two documents downloaded one
after the other, in close temporal proximity, and by the same, anonymous user, are
more likely to be semantically related than not, since their downloads most probably
originated in the same user information need. For example, a user may be looking
for a document on the subject of CF recommendation systems and download
another document related to this subject 5 min later. The fact that these particular
documents were downloaded by the same user, in that speciﬁc sequence is the result
of their common relationship to the same, albeit temporary, user information need.
Therefore when we observe that a pair of documents are downloaded by the same
user, one after the other and in close temporal proximity we label such an event a codownload which provides support for the assumption that the documents involved
are thematically or conceptually related.
A single co-download can be a mistake or coincidence, but the frequent codownload of two documents in a speciﬁc sequence provides a much stronger
indication that the documents are indeed related. For example, photos of a
Squarepusher concert may be downloaded repeatedly shortly before an Autechre
video clip is downloaded because a community of electronic music fans tends to
think the two bands are strongly related. Overlapping patterns of document codownloads over a community of users can therefore be used to gradually update sets
of document relationships.
Deﬁned as such this procedure resolves many of the mentioned constraints in
which DLs operate with regards to the registration of user proﬁles:
1. It does not require information on the particular user’s identity, merely the fact
that the downloads were associated to the same, anonymous user.
2. No long-term records of user downloads need to be maintained. Document
relationships can be updated in real-time as a new pair of co-downloads occurs.
Records can be destroyed immediately afterwards.
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We note that this procedure causes document relationships to be temporally
ordered, i.e. depending on the order of co-downloads a relationship between A and B
requires the absence nor presence of a relationship between B and A. The
temporality of accesses is thus taken into account.
2.2. Formal specification and complexity analysis
We represent a document network as the weighted directed graph G ¼ ðV ; E; W Þ
where V ¼ fv1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vn g denotes the set of n documents vi , E  V 2 , and W is a
weight function which associates each pair of documents ðvi ; vj Þ 2 E with a
relationship weight so that W ðvi ; vj Þ ! Rþ . We represent the graph G by the n  n
matrix M whose entries mij ¼ W ðvi ; vj Þ.
We then denote a co-download of two documents vi and vj as the triplet
cðvi ; vj ; tðvi ; vj ÞÞ where tðvi ; vj Þ is the time passed between the retrieval of document vi
and vj also referred to as the download latency. A co-download is observed on
the condition that vi and vj have been downloaded by the same user and that its
download latency is below a given threshold, i.e. tðvi ; vj ÞoDt . The download
latency can be used to apply a threshold to the determination of which co-downloads
are taken into account, or how they are weighted in terms of generating
document relationships. Given that a set of k co-downloads C ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ck g
has been extracted from a DL log, we can generate matrix M by deﬁning each entry
mij as a function of the frequency of co-download of the documents vi and vj
as follows.
set each mij ¼ 0
foreach ck ¼ ðvi ; vj ; tðvi ; vj ÞÞ 2 C
f
if tðvi ; vj ÞoDt
then mij þ ¼ f ðck Þ
g
f ðck Þ represents the edge weight reinforcement function which can be varied based
on the properties of the co-download event, e.g. the length of the download latency,
as discussed in Section 4.2.
The items in a DL download log are temporally ordered since they are recorded in
the sequence that they occur. The outlined procedure thus consists of linearly
scanning the downloads in a DL log, determining the time elapsed between any two
subsequent downloads, decide whether they correspond to the same user, and insert
or update the appropriate document relationship edge.
The complexity of this algorithm is therefore given by OðnÞ where n represents the
number of recorded downloads in the log. As such the computational costs of the
algorithm will scale linearly with the size of the log data. Furthermore, such a linear
scan can be conveniently broken down into multiple sub-tasks to be executed in
parallel by splitting the logs in n sections.
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Since co-downloads will overlap, we expect the density of the resulting document
matrix, denoted d, to be d5n, resulting in highly sparse matrices which can be
efﬁciently stored using Compressed Column Storage (CCS) formats such as
discussed in Duff et al. (1989). Such formats only store the non-zero entries of a
matrix of which there are much less than the possible n  n entries of a dense matrix.
2.3. Related research
The outlined principle of using pair-wise sequences of downloads is similar to
clickstream analysis which derives association rules from usage data (Chan, 1999;
Ahmad Wasﬁ, 1999; Mobasher et al., 2001). This problem is usually framed in data
mining research as the discovery of signiﬁcant associations between items on the
basis of their co-occurrence in consumer purchase ‘‘baskets’’ (Agrawal et al., 1993),
also known as market basket analysis. For example, if ‘‘beer’’ and ‘‘diapers’’ often
co-occur in sets of user purchases, i.e. the ‘‘baskets’’, we may derive the rule that
purchasing ‘‘beer’’ leads to purchasing ‘‘diapers with a 0.75 probability and a
support of 100 observations. In this example, ‘‘beer’’ would be labeled the antecedent
and ‘‘diapers’’ the consequent of the generated association rule.
Our co-download deﬁnition deviates from that approach by only considering
temporally ordered pairs of video downloads, i.e. a user basket can only contain two
items which are furthermore required to occur in close or immediate temporal
proximity. As such the space of possible antecedent-consequent rules is severely
restricted resulting in a low computational costs of the algorithm, i.e. OðnÞ. This
method has for that reason been applied to large-scale DLs (Nelson et al., 2004) and
DL journal linking (Bollen and Luce, 2002).
2.4. Characteristics and limitations
Since it relies on usage data the outlined procedure for the generation of document
relationships from ordered download pairs will be subject to a number of problems:
1. Consistent user biases: user behavior is determined by a multitude of factors, such
as user interface features, existing document link services, document metadata,
etc. If such factors consistently bias speciﬁc download behaviors, e.g. documents
with salient but misrepresentative titles, they will affect download data and cause
erroneous document relationships to be generated.
2. Lack of sufﬁcient data: each sequential download of two documents provides
further support to the assumption that they are related. However, a lack of
download data will lead to weakly weighted or absent document relationships.
Absence of download data, however, does not equate the absence of document
relationship. This is the ‘‘boot-strapping’’ or ‘‘cold-start’’ problem: until the
system reaches steady state, spurious relationships will be hard to distinguish from
relevant relationships.
3. Majority rule: although each download counts, if a majority of users persistently
follows a particular download sequence, the majority view will be most strongly
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valued in the resulting document networks. Although minority behaviors will be
reﬂected in the generated document relationships, they may be overshadowed by
majority preferences and biases.
4. Use of IP addresses: due to the use of proxies there is no guarantee that two
requests originating from the same IP address actually correspond to the same
user. Unfortunately, due to the limitations mentioned in Section 1, the IP address
is often the only available means of tracing user requests in a DL setting.
However, as long as the pair-wise sequential order of requests are maintained the
problem of falsely reinforcing edge weights in the document graph is limited to
instances where multiple user requests temporally overlap for the same IP.
Additional techniques, such as combining the IP address with the HTTP user
agent ﬁeld (which is frequently unique), can be used to lessen the chances of IP
address collision.
5. Robot accesses: if a web robot crawls a web site and sequentially downloads all
resources, then non-semantic relationships can be reinforced. Fortunately, there
are a number of web engineering methodologies (e.g., ‘‘page tags’’) that can be
used to identify and eliminate accesses by non-interactive users.
The above listed problems may reduce the validity of generated document
relationships, but the extent to which this is the case is an empirical matter. It should
be determined from an actual analysis of the performance of any systems that rely on
download data, as we have attempted in this report.

3. Spreading activation recommendations
Document recommendations can be extracted from the document matrix M, but it
is expected to be highly sparse: the number of retrievals will be well below the
possible number of document relationships. This problem has been addressed by
Huang et al. (2004) who demonstrated that associative retrieval techniques can
expand a small initial recommendation set resulting from matrix sparseness.
We have employed a similar result expansion technique known as Spreading
Activation (SA). Although SA has originally been formulated as a model of
associative retrieval from human memory (Anderson, 1983; Collins and Loftus,
1975), it has found ample applications in IR systems (Cohen and Kjeldsen, 1987;
Crestani, 1997; Crestani and Lee, 2000). We have successfully constructed SA
recommender systems on the basis of document and journal networks generated
from DL logs (Bollen, 2000, 2001) and have therefore chosen to address possible
document relationship sparseness in this manner.
The general process of SA can be described as follows. We assign an initial
activation value ai to every document vi . The set of activated documents represents
our query. Activation values are then propagated from that set of initially activated
documents through the network of document relationships. Documents which
accumulate most activation after a particular number of iterations are marked to be
retrieval results. SA thus simulates a process whereby an initial set of documents is
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Fig. 1. The activation value of a node is given by the sum of the in-linking nodes’ activation values.

PET

0.6

DOG

0.4
MILK

1

CAT

1

KITTEN

Fig. 2. Example network.

expanded by passing activation values to all directly and indirectly connected
documents.
The propagation of activation values is deﬁned such that the activation value of
each node ai is determined as a function of the P
weighted sum of the activation values
of all documents that link to it, or ai ¼ f ð 8j mji aj Þ, as shown in Fig. 1. The
activation function f represents a speciﬁc model of how the node retains or leaks
activation between iterations, e.g. a leaky capacitor model (Anderson and Pirolli,
1984).
As an example of this procedure, assume we have created a set of document
relationships as shown in Fig. 2.
We query this document network by activating the nodes ‘‘MILK’’ and ‘‘PET’’,
i.e. their activation energy is set to 1. Subsequently these activation values spread to
the adjacent documents via the network connections. The activation energy received
by each node is calculated as the sum of the weighted activation values it receives
from its antecedent nodes:
PET ¼ 1
MILK ¼ 1
DOG ¼ PET * 0.6 ¼ 0.6
CAT ¼ PET * 0.4 + MILK * 1 ¼ 1.4
For simplicity, we assume no decay is applied to the resulting activation values.
The next iteration of the SA algorithm will further propagate these activation
values:
KITTEN ¼ CAT *1 ¼ 1.4 * 1 ¼ 1.4
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After a given number of iterations, we rank the nodes according to the activation
values they have received. In this case, ‘‘CAT’’ and ‘‘KITTEN’’ followed by ‘‘DOG’’
would be our top-ranked results for the query ‘‘PET & MILK’’.
Given we have a matrix of document relationships M, we can simulate SA by a
process of repeated matrix-vector multiplications. To this end, we represent the
activation state of the network at time t by the vector at such that each entry of
the activation vector at ðiÞ corresponds to the activation value of a network node vi .
We denote the initial activation vector a0 . Each subsequent activation state is then
given by
atþ1 ¼ ðf ðIÞ þ MÞ  at .
The entries of the identity matrix I represent the activation function f which may
apply a threshold function to activation values or reduce each activation value by a
certain factor lo1 between iterations (leaky capacitor model). We repeat this
process by k iterations so that the values of at¼k represent the network’s ﬁnal
activation state. The nodes of the network can then be ranked according to the
entries of the activation vector.
The process of SA is attractive for IR applications since it establishes the relevance
of a document for a given query according to the overall structure of document
relationships which can be deﬁned independent of document content. Since
activation spreads in parallel through the network, it can ﬁnd pathways between
related documents which could not have been identiﬁed by term matching or other
procedures. Due to its parallel nature it is furthermore resistant to minor errors in
network structure and sparseness of association data. However, SA requires the
generation of extensive document networks (Woodruff et al., 2000) which has proven
to be a considerable hurdle to its general application. Given the above mentioned
methodology for the generation of document relationship networks from DL logs,
we ﬁnd SA an efﬁcient and promising recommender technique for DLs.

4. Open Video Project: a test case
Our objective was to demonstrate we can rapidly prototype SA recommender
services for multimedia DLs using the above described log analysis and SA
techniques. We chose the Open Video Project (Slaughter et al., 2000) because of its
focus on multimedia documents and the fact that it is OAI-PMH compliant, i.e. it is
instrumented to accept OAI-PMH requests for metadata (Van de Sompel et al.,
2002).
The Open Video Project began as an effort to create a large collection of varied
video content that could be used as a testbed for research in areas such as
human–computer interaction, multimedia IR, and technical video processing
techniques such as automated video segmentation (Geisler et al., 2001; Wildemuth
et al., 2003). In addition to researchers, its user community now includes multimedia
artists, students and instructors, as all members of the general public. The
collection currently contains over 2000 unique video segments, available in
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MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4 formats. Open Video exposes its metadata in
Dublin Core through the OAI-PMH.
4.1. Open Video Project logs
The Open Video Project records standard web site usage data in its server logs,
including pages viewed, search terms used, and video segments downloaded. These
user actions are sorted in the logs by the date and time they were recorded. We only
considered user document download requests for the reconstruction of co-download
events. The Open Video log ﬁles register download date and time, user IP address,
the video identiﬁer (URL pointing to storage location) and a segment identiﬁcation
number for such requests. We analyzed log data registered between 07/10/2002 and
11/04/2002, containing 10 954 retrieval requests for 1320 videos over a total of 1841
available videos. We harvested the metadata pertaining to all 1841 video segments
using the OAI-PMH from which we retrieved video titles and IDs.
To ensure the privacy of individual users we substituted IP addresses with unique
user identiﬁcation numbers. Although using the IP address to identify users is prone
to errors given the frequent use of proxy servers and the fact that many users share
the same computer and IP address, few alternatives are available to associate
document downloads to speciﬁc users in many, if not most, DLs. Our results indicate
this shortcoming does not hamper the production of viable document networks.
Possible future solutions to this problem may involve removing proxy IP addresses
from a DLs logs before processing or reducing the inﬂuence of highly frequent IP
addresses.
4.2. Estimation of log analysis parameters
The proposed log analysis method requires the determination of an appropriate
value of the Dt parameter, the value which is used to determine whether two
subsequent download correspond to a co-download event. A Dt which is high will
increase the odds of false positives, i.e. the number of download pairs which are
erroneously considered a co-download event. Conversely, a low Dt will be more
stringent on which pairs of downloads to consider a co-download, but increase the
probability of false negatives, i.e. pairs of downloads which do represent valid codownloads will be rejected. The issue is thus to determine a value of Dt which
minimizes both false positives and negatives.
Rather than to apply a binary Dt threshold, we attempted to produce a function
that estimated the probability that a pair of downloads constituted a valid codownload. The central assumption of this approach is that for any two video
downloads to be related according to their download sequence a user ideally had to
have at least fully downloaded and seen them. The expected combined delays
incurred by downloading and watching a video will determine the value that we
expect the latency between video downloads to be given ideal circumstances. When
download latencies deviate from this ideal, they will not be discounted but assigned a
lesser weight: they may concern a user or robot who quickly downloads one video
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after the other without regard for their content, or a user who interrupts a download
session and returns to continue with another one.
Since we assumed download latencies to be shaped by two factors, i.e. video
download times and video durations, we had to produce estimates for both and
combine them. To determine expected video duration we randomly selected 20
videos from the log ﬁle and determined their mean duration in seconds which proved
to be 709 s. To determine expected video download times we then selected a set of 20
video with a duration of approximately the average duration of 709 s. These videos
were downloaded via the university’s connection and average download times were
determined to be 247.05 s. Combining the distributions of movie duration and
average download times, we obtained a distribution which corresponded to the
expected download latencies between videos if a user fully downloaded and watched
each video before downloading the next one. The mean of this distribution was
1015 s with a standard deviation of 451 s.
A frequency distribution was constructed to determine how many videos in our
test set would match the expected duration and download times. This distribution
was ﬁtted with a Gaussian function to produce the model of expected download and
duration times as shown in Fig. 3.
The log analysis can then proceed on the basis of this model. For each pair
of video downloads in the logs, the actual download latency would be matched
against the generated Gaussian model. A download matching the exact mean
of the distribution would be maximally reinforced i.e. the reinforcement is 1.
All other downloads would be reinforced according to the degree to which their

5

gauss(x=1015,s=451)
freq(exp.lat)

frequency

4

3

2

1

0
220

432

644
856
1068
1280
expected download and viewing latency
Fig. 3. Download and viewing latency ﬁt.
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download latencies positively or negatively deviated from the Gaussian model’s
mean.
We acknowledge this procedure can only provide a rough estimate for a desirable
value of Dt and more statistically advanced mechanisms need to be explored.
However, the precision and recall analysis discussed in later sections conﬁrms it
yields valid recommendations.
4.3. A network of video relationships
From the harvested log data we generated a network of weighted video
relationships represented by a 1841  1841 matrix according to the methodology
described in Section 2.1. Co-downloads were reconstructed for all pairs of
video downloads by the same user within the same day. The resulting video
network was exceedingly sparse; only 7147 video relationship were created. Fig. 4
shows two sub-networks of videos related to ‘‘natural disasters’’ and ‘‘love’’.
As indicated by these graphs the generated network of video relationships was sparse
compared to the range of possible relationships but provided a rich set of
connections among signiﬁcant sets of videos. In Section 5.1 we provide an
overview of the recommendations that can be derived from these video relationship
networks.
A Java application was implemented for the automated analysis of DL logs. The
application program can read any DL log ﬁle which contains date and time stamp,
user identiﬁcation number, and document identiﬁer. At present we convert the Open
Video log to an internal format, but future versions may apply proposed standards
(Goncalves et al., 2002) or (Van de Sompel et al., 2003).
The generated matrices were very sparse and therefore stored in the mentioned
CCS format which is similar to the Harwell-Boeing standard (Duff et al., 1989). The
CCS format stores a matrix as three arrays which contain column pointers, row
indices, and non-zero matrix values. By not storing zero valued entries, the CCS
format can efﬁciently store large, sparse matrices depending on the number of nonzero matrix entries.
CCS furthermore allows sparse matrix-vector multiplications to be performed in
2nnz operations where nnz represents the number non-zero matrix entries. Efﬁcient
matrix-vector applications are required for the generation of SA recommendations
as discussed in Section 3.
4.4. Open Video spreading activation recommender service
A SA recommender system, as discussed, was implemented to operate on the
generated document relationship matrix. The present architecture consists of two
main architectural components, namely the log analysis module discussed above and
the SA module, which internally communicate to assure log and metadata
information are continuously up to date. The objective of this architecture is to
efﬁciently perform both log analysis and prototyping of SA recommender system
within the same architectural framework.
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Fig. 4. Sub-networks related to ‘‘natural disasters’’ (top) and ‘‘love’’ (bottom).

4.4.1. Recommender module architecture
The recommender module (Fig. 5) was implemented in the form of a publicly
accessible Java Servlet which consisted of three modules:
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Fig. 5. Process ﬂow in the spreading activation recommender system.

Query term matching module. This module links query terms to video titles by
matching the provided query terms to a stored list of video titles, or any other
metadata available. Document activation levels correspond to the number of
matches for a speciﬁc video title normalized by term inverse document frequency
(IDF).
Spreading activation module. Implements the actual SA algorithm. The algorithm
carries out an iterative multiplication of the row-normalized association matrix and
the generated initial activation vector. For each document a maximum activation
value over all iterations is calculated. Documents with high activation values are
marked as potential recommendations.
Interface. A servlet implements the user interface. It receives user queries in the
form of document identiﬁes to allow third party searching and term queries to allow
human searches. Recommendations are ranked according to their activation values
on the basis of an initial set of documents activated by the document ID or term
queries.
4.4.2. Query processing
The recommender service was originally designed to respond to query requests
consisting of sets of document IDs for which recommendations needed to be issued.
This approach would in fact void the need for metadata harvesting since a query
would be represented by no more than a set of document identiﬁers. However, in our
prototypes such a procedure would hamper our ability to explore the effectiveness of
the system since a tester would need to be aware of all document IDs to issue
effective queries. For this reason we adopted an initial querying by keyterms
procedure which assigned initial activation values to videos according to how well
their titles matched the query terms.
The relation between query term matches and initial video activation values was
determined on the basis of a term weighting scheme known as Term Frequency vs.
Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) (Salton, 1989, 1998). TFIDF weighting
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balances two factors in determining the importance of a video title-term match,
namely Term Frequency (TF) and Document Frequency (DF). First, the frequency
with which a term matches a video title, i.e. its TF, indicates the degree to which it is
a good representation of the video’s content. Second, some terms are simply more
frequent than others and more likely to match any given video title. Therefore, the
TF of a term needs to be balanced by its overall frequency in the collection, i.e. its
DF. The ﬁnal term weight is thus a function of the ratio of the terms’ TF and its DF.
The activation of each video was then determined by the sum of the TFIDF weights
of all terms that matched the particular video’s title.
Since video titles are short, one-sentence descriptions of a video’s content,
repeated matches of the same term will not be meaningful. We therefore assume that
the TF of each term will be 1. All video title terms were previously separated and
stemmed using the Porter algorithm (Porter, 1980). Given that each term’s TF was 1,
the resulting TFIDF weight of a term q matching a video i, labeled wi;q , was then
deﬁned as
 
N
wi;q ¼ log
,
nq
where N represents the total number of documents in the collection, and nq
represents the number of videos whose titles contained the term q (DF). nq X1 since
terms have been derived from video titles and each term must therefore match at
least one video title.
The initial video activation values are then deﬁned as the sum of the TFIDF
weights of all query terms that the particular video title matches:
X
at¼0 ðiÞ ¼
wi;q .
8q2i

This procedure ensures that highly common query terms do not simply activate all
documents in the collection; because of their high DF values, their TFIDF weights
will be low and they will exert little inﬂuence on activation values. Low DF query
terms will on the other hand exert a relatively high impact on a document’s initial
activation value.
5. Evaluation
We evaluated the effectiveness of the process used to derive video recommendations from DL download logs using two methods. First, we subjectively examined
the generated recommendations for a set of queries which would have yielded few
useful results on the basis of the existing OV web site’s text search. Second, we
objectively compared its performance to a CF system operating on the same log
data. Our deﬁnition of performance is based on the assumption that both systems
would be employed to generate a set of recommended videos for a given query video,
i.e. a user indicates an item of interest and the system responds by returning a set of
recommendations, i.e. the ‘‘ﬁnd good items’’ task (Herlocker et al., 2004). The
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performance of both systems is expressed in terms of precision and recall values for
the relationships they generate for a set of the 10 most downloaded videos. An
analysis indicates the log analysis method outperforms a CF system for the same
data set.
5.1. Qualitative evaluation
As a preliminary assessment of the potential of our methodology to effectively
help users ﬁnd video documents related to a particular information need, we have
created a simple web-based interface that displays recommended video titles for a
submitted query. In this interface, results for a submitted query are displayed in
two sections: ‘‘term matches’’ displays video documents whose titles match the
submitted query terms, while ‘‘recommendations’’ displays video documents that are
recommended by the SA process.
A large section of the OV collection is dedicated to post World War II educational
movies. We therefore ﬁrst used the query term ‘‘fallout’’ to investigate the topic of
nuclear weapons. The existing OV text search function produces only two video titles
based on term matches, but the SA system is able to produce numerous
recommendations, many of which are highly relevant. For example, videos such as
‘‘Duck and Cover,’’ ‘‘Stay Safe, Stay Strong: The Facts About Nuclear Weapons,’’
and ‘‘Atom Bomb’’ are among the top ﬁve recommendations (Table 1). Note how
the social interpretation of the term ‘‘Fallout’’ is represented in a set of
recommendations relating to matters of popularity and family life.
Similarly, we issued a query for the term ‘‘Moon’’ in both the OV web site’s term
match and our SA recommendation system. The results are listed in Table 2. Again
we ﬁnd the term match produces exactly 1 relevant result which carries the term
‘‘Moon’’ in its title. The SA system generated more than 30 recommendations of
which the 10 highest ranked strongly focus on the Apollo program and exploration
of the ocean ﬂoor.

Table 1
Spreading activation recommendations for ‘‘Fallout’’ query compared to text matches
Rank

Term match

SA recommendations

1
2

About fallout (1955)
About fallout (1963)

Duck and cover
According to plan: the story of modern sidewalls for the
homes of America
Stay safe, stay strong: the facts about nuclear weapons
Atom Bomb [Joe Bonica’s movie of the month]
Are you popular?
A is for Atom
Medical aspects of nuclear radiation
As boys grow
Are you ready for marriage
Angry Boy (Part I)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Table 2
Spreading activation recommendations for ‘‘Moon’’ query compared to text matches
Rank

Term match

SA recommendations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Moon, segments 01-08

Apollo, segment 1003
Apollo, segment 3001
Story rooms
Oceanﬂoor legacy, segment 01 of 14
Apollo segment 6012
Oceanﬂoor legacy, segment 10 of 14
Apollo, segment 3002
Airport, The
Apollo, segment 4002
Wood for war

Although the mentioned results indicate the ability of the system to produce a
larger number of more relevant results, a more objective evaluation of the quality of
the SA generated recommendation was required. The following section will compare
the precision and recall of the SA recommendations with recommendations
generated by means of a CF approach.
5.2. Comparison to collaborative filtering
Most videos in the Open Video archive lack signiﬁcant text metadata, other than
abbreviated titles and a video identiﬁer. An example is shown in Fig. 6: the video
entitled ‘‘NASA 25th Anniversary Show’’ which features NASA’s space shuttle does
not contain the terms ‘‘Space shuttle’’ in its title nor video ID. In addition, no
description or abstract is available. A query for the terms ‘‘space shuttle’’ would not
match this video.
To determine the efﬁcacy of our own recommendation methodology by a
comparison to other established methods, we thus had to focus on methods that do
not rely on text or metadata. In this case we generated an alternative set of
recommendations based on a traditional CF model, namely item-based CF (Sarwar
et al., 2001).
To generate a set of CF recommendations for each video, we ﬁrst create a set of
user proﬁles from the available download data. Each user proﬁle consists of the
videos downloaded by that user during the period in which the download logs were
registered. This procedure corresponds to the behavior of a service like amazon.com
which registers a user’s purchases over time and stores it as their proﬁle. The set of
all user proﬁles deﬁnes a video-user adjacency matrix U whose entries represent how
often a video has been downloaded by a particular user. In this matrix U, each video
is thus represented by a row vector of download frequencies. Similarly, each user can
be represented by a column vector of matrix U.
We use TFIDF weighting to determine the relationship weight between users and
videos. These weights will indicate how well a particular user is associated with a
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Fig. 6. Metadata for movie about NASA’s space shuttle lacks terms referring to space shuttle.

particular video. Clearly, a user that has downloaded many or all videos, e.g. a spider
or robot, will not be strongly attached to an individual video. On the other hand, a
user that has downloaded only two videos will be highly speciﬁcally tied to that video
in terms of our objective to represent a video by a vector of user weights. We apply a
TFIDF weight so that
wðvi ; uj Þ ¼

TF
,
DF

where
TF ¼

freqi;j
maxl freql;j

and

DF ¼ log

 
N
.
ni

In this case, freqi;j represents the frequency by which a video j was downloaded by
a user i and maxl freql;j the maximum number of times the user has downloaded a
particular video as a normalization. The DF is determined by N which represents the
total number of videos and ni which represents the number of videos downloaded by
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the particular user i. In other words, the weight with which we associate a particular
user to a video is determined by the frequency by which the user downloaded that
particular video normalized by the total number of videos downloaded by that user.
In this manner robots and spiders, who tend to indiscriminately download large
numbers of videos, will have a weak association to each individual video (high DF),
while genuine users will, depending on which videos they downloaded, be
signiﬁcantly associated to a set of particular videos (TF high relative to DF).
All quantities needed to determine the TFIDF weight between a video and a user
can be retrieved from matrix U. For each pair of users and videos we can thus
determine a TFIDF weight thereby deﬁning a TFIDF video-user matrix which we
label U 0 . In U 0 each video is represented as a vector of TFIDF user weights, i.e. a
video is characterized by the set of users who downloaded it. We assume that videos
downloaded by similar sets of users are semantically similar. The latter follows from
a basic assumption of CF models: since users have stable tastes and can be expected
to download documents to match these preferences, documents downloaded by the
same users tend to be similar. To calculate video similarity from the generated videouser TFIDF weights we then deﬁne the degree of relationship of each pair of videos
Sðvi ; vj Þ as the cosine of the angle a of their user vectors:
Sðvi ; vj Þ ¼ cosðaÞ ¼

v~i  v~j
k~
vi k  k~
vj k

or the normalized inner products of the user vectors of the two videos.
For each pair of videos we can thus calculate a cosine similarity value, and thereby
for each video generate a set of video recommendations ranked according to their
cosine similarity. These recommendations can be compared to those issued by the
earlier discussed log analysis and SA method.
5.3. Identification of relevant recommendations
A set of the 10 most frequently downloaded videos was derived from the OV
download logs as listed in Table 3. For each of these we identiﬁed and ranked a set of
relevant recommendations, i.e. those videos that would be considered most related in
terms of content and general features to the speciﬁc video. The process by which we
determined an ideal set of relevant recommendations for each video proceeded
according to four discrete phases:
1. identiﬁcation of video content;
2. manual scanning of all video titles to identify potentially relevant recommendations;
3. pruning of initial set of recommendations by analysis of content and ranking of
relevance to particular video;
4. group evaluation of ﬁnal set.
We thus generated a set of relevant videos for each of the 10 most downloaded
videos. These sets may not have been complete or entirely logically consistent. The
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Table 3
List of 10 most frequently downloaded videos
Video ID

Video name

Description

4743
3532
3415
431
4531
3641
4737
3741
3651
4590

2 a.m. in the subway
Atom Bomb Joe Bonica’s Movie of the Month
A is for Atom
Apollo, Segment 1001
The Your Name Here Story
Chinese Lion Dance: Marysville, California143
A ballroom tragedy
Duck and Cover
Classic Television Commercials (Part I)
‘‘Columbia’’ winning the cup

Drama, theater
Atomic weapons testing
Educational - Nuclear Physics
Apollo Moon landing
Industrial Film
Bok Kai Festival, CA
Drama, theater
Classic 50’s educational
Collection of TV commercials
1899 Yacht Race

identiﬁcation of relevant recommendations remains a subjective matter. However,
we attempted to identify those videos which were most likely to be considered
functionally adequate recommendations given a particular video, regardless of their
title and other superﬁcial identiﬁcations. Table 4 lists a number of videos that were
selected as relevant recommendations for the video ‘‘Duck and Cover’’. In this case
our selection could not be guided by the presence of keyterms; the terms ‘‘Duck and
Cover’’, do not adequately indicate the meaning and content of this video. Rather we
interpreted its content as that of an educational video focused on surviving nuclear
disaster. Our selection of relevant videos was then guided by this interpretation. The
selection of the video ‘‘Survival Under Atomic Attack’’ was clearly the result of this
process, as well as ‘‘About Fallout (1955)’’ which although it is described as an
attempt to dispel myths about nuclear fallout still matches the requirements for an
educational movie about the effects of a nuclear disaster. Although our selection
could not possibly be complete we attempted to at least identify the core set of
relevant items and verify their relevancy with the OV project design and
implementation team.
5.4. Precision and recall
We calculated the precision and recall for recommendations issued for the 10 most
downloaded videos by the log analysis and SA method discussed in Section 2, labeled
SA, and the CF method discussed above, labeled CF. Precision was deﬁned as
the ratio of the number of relevant items among the SA and CF answer sets over the
number of total number of items in the answer set (10). Recall was deﬁned as the
ratio of relevant items in the answer set over the total number of relevant items
identiﬁed for a particular video.
The results of our experiments are summarized in Table 5. As can be seen, the SA
algorithm performs better than the CF algorithm for both precision and recall in
virtually all cases. The SA algorithm outperforms the CF for 8 out of 10 videos in
terms of its precision. The SA algorithm had an average precision of 17.51%, while
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Table 4
List of videos considered relevant recommendations for ‘‘Duck and Cover’’ video
Duck and cover
Title

Description

Survival Under Atomic Attack
Atomic Alert (Elementary version)
News Magazine of the Screen, The
News Magazine of the Screen, The (5,10; 1955)
About Fallout (1955)

Educational - Atomic Attack survival strategies
Education - Attack survival tips
News, atomic attack disaster
News, disaster
Educational, fallout

Table 5
Precision and recall results of recommendations issued by two methods (SA and CF) for 10 most
frequently downloaded videos
Video ID

4743
3532
3415
431
4531
3641
4737
3741
3651
4590

Video name

2 a.m. in the subway
Atom Bomb Joe Bonica’s Movie. . .
A is for Atom
Apollo, Segment 1001
The Your Name Here Story
Chinese Lion Dance: Marysville, CA
A ballroom tragedy
Duck and Cover
Classic Television Commercials (p1)
‘‘Columbia’’ winning the cup

Precision

Recall

CF (%)

SA (%)

CF (%)

SA (%)

0
0
0
83.33
0
0
0
0
0
0.98

11.67
16
4
46.43
3.12
33.33
17.24
10
33.33
0

0
0
0
22.72
0
0
0
0
0
20

63.63
50
28.57
29.54
12.5
16.67
62.5
40
50
0

the CF algorithm had an average precision of 8.43%. This level of precision for a set
of 10 recommendations is relatively low for both systems. Similar results are found in
terms of recall. The SA algorithm outperformed the CF algorithm for 9 out of 10
videos in terms of recall. The SA algorithm had an average recall of 35.34% and the
CF algorithm had an average recall of 4.27%.
We performed a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test over the precision and recall values of
the CF and SA recommendations for all 10 videos to determine whether the higher
level of performance of the SA methods was statistically signiﬁcant. The nullhypothesis for the precision evaluation of CF and SA methods was rejected at
po0:05, while the null-hypothesis for the recall evaluation of CF and SA methods
was rejected at po0:005. In both cases we can thus conﬁrm that the SA methods
signiﬁcantly outperforms the CF method.
As expected the recall numbers of the SA algorithm over 10 recommendations
exceeds its precision. Due to SAs behavior of conducting an associative, parallel
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search through a network of document relationships, SA will generally succeed in
identifying a wide range of direct and indirect paths to possibly related documents.
This will increase its recall but hurt its precision. Huang et al. (2004) discuss the
problem of sparsity in item-based recommender systems and how it can be alleviated
by the use of associative retrieval techniques. Their conclusion is born out with these
results: the use of item-based recommendations is hampered by the sparsity of usage
data as compared to the number of available items. Item-based CF techniques will
thus in many cases fail to produce any recommendations as evidenced by the zero
valued precision and recall numbers in Table 5. This problem can be alleviated by the
use of associative retrieval techniques such as SA. A comparison of CF approaches
to the minimal log analysis method in this paper, but using equal recommendation
generation techniques, is thus warranted.

6. Conclusions
We have developed a system which can rapidly generate recommender services
for multimedia DLs, provided they record at least two subsequent user
document downloads. The generated recommender systems can be integrated into
existing user interfaces as a third party recommender service and be engaged
in an automated feedback loop in which recommendations are continuously
improved by additional user downloads. We demonstrated the viability of such a
system for the Open Video Project, and have shown its ability to recommend video
documents on the basis of semantic relationships established from past records of
user downloads.
Similar recommender systems as those that have been discussed in this article have
been developed for the Los Alamos National Laboratory Research Library (Rocha
and Bollen, 2000) and the NASA Technical Report Service (NTRS) (Nelson et al.,
2004). These results demonstrate the applicability of the log analysis methodology
for DLs with a range of different media-formats. The reconstruction of co-download
events is bound by a number of parameters which may need to be optimized for
different collections and user interfaces.
Although the present spreading activation recommendation system has a number
of promising characteristics, it need not be the sole recommender service
implemented under this framework. Different recommendation systems, for
example Bayesian models and belief networks, could be implemented to complement
the existing spreading activation recommender module. Information retrieval
techniques, such as Vector Space Models, could be used to seed an initial set of
document association which could be further reﬁned on the basis of log data. We
plan to expand the present log analysis module with a feature that generates
automated reports on the structure of user download preferences. The proposed
service would thus not only produce recommender systems, but may ﬁnd
applications in the automated evaluation of DL collections (Bollen and Luce,
2002; Bollen et al., 2003) and user communities for a wide variety of document
formats.
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